Staff List

Administration and Support Services

Office of the President and Vice-Chancellor

President and Vice-Chancellor
CHAN, Albert S C (陳新滋), JP, AB ICU Japan, MSc, PhD Chicago, MCASc
(Also serves as Director of the Institute of Creativity)

Assistant to the President and Vice-Chancellor
YANG, Li Wei (楊力偉), BSc, MSc Fudan, PhD UBC

Office of the Vice-President (Academic)

Vice-President (Academic)
LUK, Franklin T (陸大章), BS Caltech, MS, PhD Stanford

Assistant Academic Registrar (Academic Development)
TAM, Sandy C Y (譚靜如), BA HKU, LLB London, MSc PolyU

Office of the Vice-President (Research and Development)

Vice-President (Research and Development)
WONG, Rick W K (黃偉國), BS Cal State Long Beach, MSc Imperial, PhD UW-Madison
(Also serves as Dean of the Graduate School)

Assistant to the Vice-President (Research and Development)
HUI, Kathy S W (許少慧), BA HKU, MA CUHK

Office of the Vice-President (Administration) and Secretary

Vice-President (Administration) and Secretary
LEE, Andy S C (李兆銓), BBA CUHK, LLB London, CA(Aust), FCFA, FCIS

Assistant to the Vice-President (Administration) and Secretary
NG, Meimi Y M (伍綺薇), BA HKU

Offices of the Associate Vice-Presidents

Associate Vice-Presidents
BIAN, Zhao Xiang (卞兆祥), BMed Nanjing TCM, MMed Beijing TCM, PhD Guangzhou TCM
(Also serves as Director of Clinical Division of the School of Chinese Medicine)
CHAN, Allan K K (陳潔光), BBA CUHK, MBA UBC, PhD Strathclyde, AIMgt, DipM, FAMC, FCIM, FHKIM
(Also serves as Interim Dean of the School of Business, Co-Director of the Chinese Businesses Case Centre and Acting Director of the Wing Lung Bank International Institute for Business Development and the Institute for Enterprise Development)
FU, Frank H K (傅浩堅), MH, JP, BA Dartmouth, MSc, DPE Springfield
(Also serves as Director of the Dr Stephen Hui Research Centre for Physical Recreation and Wellness)
HUANG, Yu (黃煜), BA, MA China People’s, PhD Westminster
(Also serves as Dean of the School of Communication)
WONG, Ricky N S (黃岳順), BSc, MPhil CUHK, PhD Oklahoma

Academic Registry

Academic Registrar
SO, Kwok Sang (蘇國生), MSc, PhD Manchester, PGCE, MEd HKU, PGDip Bristol, Associateship HKP, MHKIE, MIET, CEng

Administrative Officer
CHAN, Anita V K (陳惠琼), MA CityU

Academic Affairs Section

Assistant Academic Registrar
TUNG, Cindy (童倩怡), BSc, MPhil CUHK

Academic Quality Support Section

Assistant Academic Registrar
TUNG, Cindy (童倩怡), BSc, MPhil CUHK

Admissions Section

Assistant Academic Registrar
LEUNG, Edith W Y (梁慧兒), BSSc, MA CUHK, MA HKBU

Administrative Officer
WONG, Angel S W (黃少華), BA HKU, Adv Dip Inst Adm Mgt, MSc PolyU

Undergraduate Studies Section

Assistant Academic Registrar
LAM, Vivien P F (林寶芳), BEcon Macquarie

Administrative Officer
YEUNG, Alice K Y (楊潔怡), BA Ohio, MA CityU

Alumni Affairs Office

Director of Alumni Affairs
LEE, Melanie W Y (李惠儀), BA HKU, MSSc CUHK, DBA HKBU

Manager
CHEUNG, Celian S M (張詩敏), BA HKU, MA, MSc CUHK
SIN, Jadie M F (冼敏芳), BSc HKU

Chaplain’s Office

Chaplain
IP, King Tak (蔣敬德), MDiv HK Baptist Theol, STM Yale, PhD Manchester

Communication and Public Relations Office

Director of Communication and Public Relations
LI, Rowena (李縉蓮), BA HKU, MA CUHK

Managers
FUNG, Man Sang (馮民生), BA(Hons) HKBC, PGCert HKU SPACE, MJ Wollongong
KWAN, Freda M L (關美齡), BA HKBC, MA Leeds
TANG, Maria Y Y (鄧欣然), BA UH Mānoa

Estates Office

Director of Estates
LAM, Long Chau (林朗秋), BSc(Hons) Leicester Polytech, MKIS, MRICS
Assistant Director of Estates (Cost and Contract Management)
LEE, Daisy K T (李健婷), BSc(Hons) Reading, MBA Durham, MRICS, MHKIS, RPS

Assistant Director of Estates (Planning and Development)
FUNG, Dominic (冯北禮), BSc(Hons), DipArch RGU, ARUCK

Assistant Director of Estates/Head of Environmental Health and Safety Unit
KWOK, Michael E T M (郭達民), BAppSc, GradDip, MBA Queensland Tech, MGMA, FAIM

Senior Manager (Building Services and Systems)
LAM, Jimmy C M (林志偉), BEng Manchester, MCMES, MHKIE, MCIIBSE, MIE Aust

Senior Manager (Project Management)
KWN, Alexander K K (關繼強), BA, BA, Arch HKU, HKIA, RIBA

Manager (Administration and Space Management)
TANG, Fannie L H (鄧麗貞), BA(Hons) CityU, PGDip, Pgdip HKU SPACE, MSc PolyU, CFM

Manager (Building Services and Systems)
CHEUNG, Wilson W S (張永生), BEng(Hons) PolyU, MSc HKU, REW-C, CEng, MIEE, MHKIE

Manager (Cost and Contract Management)
WONG, Wendy M L (王嫦蘭), BSc HKU, MRICS, MHKIS, RPS

Manager (Environmental Health and Safety)
TSE, Aaron C O (謝頴安), BSc(Hons) PolyU, Dip CUHK, MPhil HKUST

Manager (Project Management)
LAM, William C W (林志偉), BSc, BA, Arch McGill, HKIA, RA

Finance Office

Director of Finance
LI, Edmund (李健文), BA, MBA Toronto, ACA, CFA, CPA (HK), FCCA

Assistant Directors of Finance
KUM, Devon F S (金慧珊), BBus Monash, MBA Adelaide, CPA(Aus), FCPA
WOO, Ian C T (翁 Croat), BA HKP, MSc London, CPA, FCCA

Finance Managers
CHEUNG, Trixie S M (張思敏), BCom ANU, CPA(Aust), CA(Aus), CPA(HK)
WONG, Gigi S Y (黃淑儀), ProfDip HKP, MBA CPHK, ACMA, CPA, FCCA, CGA(Canada)
WOO, Winnie W Y (余婉怡), BA PolyU, AHKSA, FACCA

Purchasing Manager
LAM, Melanie P Y (林榮寶玉), BBA UniSA, MSc Strathclyde, MIPSHK, MCIPS

Academic Community Hall

Manager
CHAN, Kelly C N (陳尚麟), MBA Strathclyde

General Administration Office

Director of General Administration
CHIU, Ping Kwan (招伯仲), BSc CUHK, MA CPHK

Assistant Director (Administration)
CHAN, Rosalind (陳露玲), BA, GCQA Melbourne, BA(Hons) La Trobe

General Education Office

Director of General Education
HOSHMAND, Reza A (賀書孟), PhD Maryland

Graduate School

Dean
WONG, Rick W K (黃偉國), BS Cal State Long Beach, MSc Imperial, PhD UW-Madison

Executive Associate Dean
MAN, Eva K W (文潔華), BA, MPhil, PhD CUHK

Associate Dean
CAI, Zongwei (蔡宗苇), BSc Xiannen, PhD Marburg

Assistant Academic Registrar
WONG, Vicky (黃盈盈), BA HKU, MA London, MA, PhD HKBU

Administrative Officers
FUNG, Doris (馮小燕), BA(Hons) HKBC, MPhil CUHK
O, Angela (柯ğı思), BSc Calgary, CPA, CFP
TSUI, Cecilia S Y (謝小玉), BBA CUHK

Centre for Holistic Teaching and Learning

Director
WONG, Eva Y W (王周繡華), BSc(Eng) London, MPhil Dundee Tech, PhD Abertay

Principal Teaching and Learning Officer
KWONG, Theresa F N (鄭樹儀), BSc(Hons), PhD CityU, MEA UWA

Senior Teaching and Learning Officer
SHROFF, Ronnie Homi, BA, MA Hawaii Pacific, PhD CityU

Office of Information Technology

Director of Information Technology
LAU, Jennifer S Y (劉婷儀), BBA CUHK, MA CPHK, MIEE

Assistant Directors of Information Technology
LAM, Nicky Y F (林銳輝), BSc CUHK, MBA HKU, CISSP
WONG, Randy C L (周國駿), BSc HKU, MSc CityU
WONG, George M H (黃明豪), BA(Hons) Guelph, MBA W Sydney

Information Security Manager
CHAN, Steven Y C (陳耀華), BSc(Hons) HKBU, MSc PolyU, CISSP, CEH, CIIF

Information Systems Managers
CHEUNG, Anthony L C (張立之), BSc(Hons) CP HK
ONG, Yung (翁倬), BS Oregon
TONG, Celia Y S (唐若詩), BSc London, GradStat

Information Technology Managers
AU YEUNG, Johnny K L (吳兆倫), BSc(Hons) HKBC, MSc Heriot-Watt, MSc PolyU, MBCS, CTTP
CHOI, Kenneth K M (趙家明), BSc, MSc UH Manoa
CHOW, Alex C Y (趙冠洋), BBA Fu Jen, MSc City UH, Douglas Z A (屈樑), BSc, BA Regina
KOO, Wing Lin (邱永華), MSc Newcastle Tyne, BEng PolyU, MBCS
LEE, Allison K Y (李拓儀), BAppSc RMIT, MMgt Macquarie, MACS
LO, Kam Chuen (盧鑾泉), BSc, MSc Mid Tenn State, PhD San Diego
LO, Lopy P Y (盧培裕), BEng Lancaster, MSc, MBA CityU
TSANG, Jimmy C M (張家明), BSc, MPhil HKU, MBA HKP, MSc PolyU, MBCS, CEIng, MHKIE, CTTP
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Internal Audit Office

Director of Internal Audit
TSANG, Letitia C K ( 曾昭潔 ), BCom (Acc) Birmingham, FCA, FCPA

Internal Audit Manager
WONG, Annie S W ( 譚慧基 ), BA CUHK, FACCA, CIA®

International Co-operation

David C Lam Institute for East-West Studies

Director
LI, Si Ming (李思名), BS UW-Madison, MA Alberta, PhD Queen’s

Associate Director
CHU, Cindy Y Y ( 朱益宜 ), BA, MPhil HKU, PhD UH Manoa

Research Assistant Professors
DONG, Dong (董咚), BA Fudan, MPhil CUHK, PhD UM-Twin Cities
HAO, Pu (郝璞), BEng, MSc Wuhan, PhD Utrecht
JOHANSSON, Perry
LAN, Shanshan (藍珊珊), BA Wuhan, MA Sun Yat-sen, PhD Illinois
MAK, George K W (麥金華), BA, MPhil CUHK, PhD Cambridge
SIU, Judy Y M (蕭婉文), BSSc, MPhil CUHK, PhD Queensland

International Office

Director
LI, Peter O H (李安康), BA Berea, MRE S Baptist Theol

International Programme Manager
LEE, Sandy L Y (李思名), BBus UniSA, AInstAM

Wing Lung Bank International Institute for Business Development

Acting Director
CHAN, Allan K K (陳潔光), BBA CUHK, MBA UBC, PhD Strathclyde, AIMgt, DipM, FAMC, FCIM, FHKIM

Knowledge Transfer Office

Head
TAN, Alfred (陳慶忠), BEng Edith Cowan, PhD UWA, MIP Tech Sydney, MIEAust, SMIEE, Reg TM Attorney (AUS), SMIEEE

Library

University Librarian
LI, Haipeng (李海鵬), BA, MA NE Normal, MA Mississippi, MLS Arizona

Associate Librarian (Public Services)
LEE, Paul T P (李德寶), BA, MLIS UH Manoa

Associate Librarian (Technical and Collection Services)
LAU, Clement C S (藍思名), MLS, MS, MS, MBA Maryland

Senior Assistant Librarians
KWOK, Lolita Y M (郭麗梅), BSSc CUHK, GradDip, MLib UNSW
LI, Yiu On (李耀安), BA, MPhil CUHK, PGCert, MSc CityU, MA(LIS) UW-Madison

SONG, Lisa (宋麗), BMed Bethune Med, GradDip, MAppSc Charles Sturt, MS Utah
WONG, Irene S M (黃潤華), BA HKU, MLS Rutgers
WONG, Rebekah S H (王信怡), BSc(Hons) PolU, MLS UT Austin, MBA CUHK
WOO, Wing Yan (胡詠欣), BA UC Berkeley, MLIS UCLA

Assistant Librarians
CHAN, Chris (陳添智), BA(Hons) Durham, GradDip, MAppSc Charles Sturt, MED HKU
CHAN, Loletta P Y (陳麗姍), BA HKBC, MLS(magna cum laude) N Carolina Central
HO, Christine (何思慧), Hon BA, BEd Toronto, MA HKU, MLS Texas Woman’s
KONG, Teresa M L (江婉玲), BA CUHK, MLIS UW-Milwaukee
LAI, Katie Y Y (賴婉兒), BFA UW-Milwaukee, MMus, MLIS McGill
LEI, Chloe J (雷婉), BA(Hons) Queen’s, MI Toronto
LIU, Maggie L Y (譚鄭惠), BSSc CUHK, PCEd HKU, MLIS Florida State
MINIHAN, Brian E (米博元), BA Beloit, MA San Francisco, MLIS San José State
WONG, Angela Y W (黃穎華), BA(Hons) HKBU, GradDip, MAppSc Charles Sturt

Personnel Office

Director of Personnel
LEE, Janice (李家靜), BA HKU, MA CPHK, MSsoc Leicester, MIHRM(HK)

Associate Director
LEUNG, Pui Man (梁惠明), BA HKU, PGDMS CPHK, MA CityU, MA PolyU, 人力資源管理師

Assistant Directors
CHAN, Alice W M ( 陳慧婉 ), BSoce HCUK
KO, Dorothy H H (高慧珊), BSoce CUHK, MEad Sheffield, MHKIH RM

Senior Human Resources Managers
FUNG, Mabel M W ( 方敏華 ), BA(Hons), PGDLL, MA CPHK
TAM, Margaret W K ( 毛慧琪 ), BA CUHK, MA Nottingham, MSc HKBU
WONG, Elizabeth P Y (王佩賢), BSSc CUHK, MA Tech Sydney

Human Resources Manager
AU, Irvin Ivy (劉信澤), BA HKBC

Office of Student Affairs

Director of Student Affairs
LEE, Albert W M (李慧明), BSc CUHK, PhD UCLA, CChem, FRSC

Head of Administration
SHAM, So Lin (梁素蓮), BA Alberta

Counselling and Development Centre

Associate Director of Student Affairs/Head
CHAN, Vivien C W ( 陳韻萃 ), BA, MED N Texas State

Senior Psychological Counsellor
LEUNG, Heidi H C (梁慧儀), BA Randolph-Macon, MEd Toronto

Psychological Counsellors
CHEUNG, Wendy Y M (張慧敏), BBA CUHK, MSoce UniSa, MSoce HKU
Kwan, Wai Ki Vicki (關惠琪), BEng(Hons) HKUST, PGDip, MSc CUHK
WONG, Alan M T (王韜), BA CUHK, MS Indiana
WONG, Pui Betty (王恬), BSSc, MSsoc CUHK, Grad Member HKPM
Leadership Qualities Centre

Associate Director of Student Affairs
NG, Cinnie L H (吳麗嫻), BA, DipEd CUHK, MA UC Santa Barbara, EdD UWA

Career Centre

Assistant Director of Student Affairs
TANG, Rosa O Y (鄧藹儀), ProfDip CPHK, Cert HKU SPACE, MBA Warwick, MEd OUHK, EdD UWA

Student Accommodation

Undergraduate Student Halls
Resident Masters
MAK, King Sang (麥勁生), BA, MPhil CUHK, Dr phil(cum laude) Regensburg
MAN, Eva K W (文潔華), BA, MPhil, PhD CUHK
WONG, Tony C K (王鎮權), MSc Lancaster, DBA UniSA, CStat, CISA,
YUE, Kevin K M (余堅文), BSc(Hons), PhD Liverpool, BCM HKBU

Student Housing Manager
WEE, Philip K L (黃景龍), BBA CUHK, ASA

Dr Ng Tor Tai International House and Off-campus Housing
General Manager
KO, Carmen (高靜雯), BA(Hons) CityU

University Advancement Office

Director of University Advancement
CHAN, Lily W L (陳鄭惠蘭), BA, DipEd CUHK, AdvDipEd, MEd HKU

Managers
CHAN, Gladys S S (陳珊珊), BA HKU, PGCert HKU SPACE, MA HKBU
TAM, Carmen K M (譚嘉敏), BA PolyU, PGDip HKU SPACE, MSSc CUHK